THE VOYAGE TO SOUTH AMERICA
*sky.   The self-sufficiency needed by those who go down to the
sea in ships is almost appalling.
Instead of making direct for Pernambuco, we steered first
. of all due south, carrying with us the north-east trade, in order
to cross the Doldrums to the best advantage, and catch the
south-east trade as soon as possible on the other side.   The
calm belt may be expected just north of the Equator, but its;
position varies with climatic conditions, and it \vas therefore
a matter of excitement to know how long we should keep the
wind.   In the opinion of our authorities it might leave us on
Sunday'and could not be  with us beyond Tuesday.    The
engineer, whose duty had so far been light, had been chaffingty
warned by the, rest of the crew that his turn would come in
the tropics, when he would have to work below for twenty-four,
hours on end.   .   _ \	^
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On Sunday S. gave orders that the engine was to be started
by day or night, whenever the officer in command of the
watch thought it necessary; but still the north-east trade held
good.   On Monday all hands were at work stowing the main-
sail, for as soon as the calm came the squalls were expected
which are typical of that part of the world.   On Tuesday even-
ing, when according to calculation we should have been out of
its zone, we were still travelling before the wind, and we began
to  congratulate ourselves  with trembling, that our passage
would be more rapid than we had ventured to hope.    All
Wednesday, however, the breeze was very light, and we-kept
our finger on its pulse as on that of $ sick man.   By Thursday*
it had faded aaxd had died away, the sails hung slack, the gear
the motor was run.   The air was hot, damp,
with heavy squalls, and the nights were trying*   It
to sleep otx the deck of a small sailing ship, with
so ^ many strings about and someone always pulling at some-
thing, so we roamed from our bertha to cabin floors and saloon
settees and back again, " seeking rest and finding none/*   The
thermometer in the cabin never throughout the voyage rose to
n ^ty-three degrees, but, as is well known, itfe
and Jack of air rather than the absolute height of t<»
determine comfort.   Friday afternoon increased
!; but'alas! & soon subsided, and during the
on the engine,    Saturday morning

